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OWNER’S MANUAL
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!
It is necessary for all operators to read and understand
the information provided in this manual BEFORE use.
Failure to follow instructions could result in curtains not
functioning optimally.

WARNING

Read and understand the
Operator’s Manual before
using
this this
machine.
operating
device.
Failure to follow instructions
Failure to follow operating
could result in curtains not
instructions could result in
functioning optimally.
death or serious injury.

INTRODUCTION
An add-on to your SENECA TC-3 curtain system,
the MC-8 will take control of your entire barn’s curtain
functions, saving you the time and hassle of checking
or manually adjusting your curtains at every pocket.
In addition, the MC-8 has the ability to monitor wind
direction and speed, as well as a global rain sensing in
real-time. The MC-8 will then send commands to each
individual TC-3 in the barn, should it’s curtains need to
be adjusted. This innovative smart controller features a
sleek color touchscreen and displays live data related
to your curtains, settings and the surrounding
environment, and makes data entry a breeze!
NOTE: The MC-8 can control up to 9 pockets in a single
barn. If multiple barns are involved, multiple MC-8s must be
employed. Near line-of-sight is needed for the MC-8 to
communicate reliably.

Fig.1

MC-8 Touch Screen
The MC-8 is operated through inputs entered on its 7”
touchscreen display. You’ll see live information on the
status of your pockets as well as temperatures and
position of each motor. The touch-screen buttons allow
you to open, close or adjust the settings of every
curtain in a single barn... all from one location! (see Fig.2)
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SCREEN IDENTIFICATION

I

“Motor” Screen

H

The left portion of every screen on the
MC-8 will display the Motor Tabs and
respective motor Interface for the
pocket selected on the Data Tab.

G
F

(Refer to Fig.3)

E

A - Motor Selection Tabs - Click to

select which motor on the specified
pocket you want to monitor or adjust.
(M1, M2 or M3) If there is less than 3
Motors on the pocket selected, the
respective motor tab will indicate that
no motor is present.

B - Firmware Version - Indicates the

J

D
C
B

Firmware Version running on the MC-8.

A

Motor Screen Identification (left portion)

Fig.3

C - Motor Selection Indicator - Indicates which motor information is being displayed in the Motor Screen.
D - Override Control - The “Set M1 to MC-8 control” button toggles MC-8 control on and off. It allows you to
manually control the curtain using the MC-8 via the slider. (Please see page #10 for Manual Operating Procedures)

E - Motor Position Indicator - The slider to the left and “Position” window indicates the position of the motor

you have selected in the motor tab. (in inches) The slider helps show the range of the web of fabric.

F - Motor Compass - Indicates which direction the curtain is facing. Please note this is motor specific and
not pocket specific, as motors can be run on different faces of the barn from the same pocket.

G - External Motor Function Indicators - Monitors and reports motor condition.

Rain at pocket - Green= No rain, Red= Rain (Applicable only if rain sensor is attached to the motor)
Motor/Enc Failure - Green= No failure, Red= Failure
Current Trip - Green= No motor overload, Red= Motor is overloaded (based on amp draw)

H - Motor Auto/Manual Indicator - Indicates the position of the auto / manual toggle switch on the TC-3.

Note that if the TC-3 toggle is in the manual position, you will not be able to move the motor manually via the
MC-8. If any of the toggles on the pocket are in manual, the pocket tab (labeled “B” in Fig.4 on page 5) will
also turn Red.
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I - Motor Type Indicator - Motor number will be listed first. M1= Motor #1, M2= Motor #2, M3= Motor #3

Motor type will be listed in the adjacent box. Type 1= Bottom Curtain, Type 2= Center Curtain, Type 3=
Top Drop. (Note: M3 is the only motor that can be a Type 3, or Top Drop Curtain.)
These are for monitoring purposes only and must be Adjusted from the TC-3, base setup function.

J - Inside Temperature Indicator - This temperature is measured at the pocket, inside the barn and will be
the temperature that the curtain reacts to.

“Data” Screen

Global Readings

The Data Screen occupies the right portion
of the screen and acts as an overview of
every pocket in the barn that is controllable
by the MC-8. The Data Screen is also used
to select the pocket you want specific
information on, as well as information being
monitored globally. Global readings are
numbered 1-5. (Refer to Fig.4)

C

1

2

3

4

5

A - Data Tab - Press this tab while in any
screen to take you to this barn overview.

B - Pocket Selection Buttons - These

buttons will auto-populate when you set up
your MC-8 for the first time. (see “Finding Your
Data Screen (right portion)
Pockets” on page #8) Each Motor Pocket in
Fig.4
your barn will be represented by a button.
(up to a max of 9) To see specific
information about a particular pocket, touch its corresponding button and it will become shaded. Information
about that pocket will be displayed in the Motor section on the left portion of the screen.
C - Pocket Indicator and Connection Status - Shows the pocket selected and its wireless connection
status. Green = Connected, Red = Not connected.
D - Outside Temperature Indicator - Shows the outside temperature at that specific pocket, both digitally
and graphically, like a thermometer.
E - Close All Curtains Button - Pressing the “Close All Curtains” button will close ALL curtains at ALL
pockets that are connected to the MC-8. This feature is primarily used if all curtains need to be closed, all at
the same time, such as when heavy rain is coming into the barn and there are no rain sensors hooked up.
1 - Current wind speed indicator - shows a dynamically updating wind speed at the point of the wind
meter. It will detect gust speed and is what will trigger a “curtain closing wind event” to your bottom curtains.

A
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2 - Average wind speed indicator - indicates average speed over the past 3 minutes.
3 - Current wind direction indicator - shows a dynamically updating wind direction at the point of the wind

meter. The red end of the compass arrow indicates the direction from which the wind is coming from.
4 - Prevailing wind indicator - shows the average direction of the wind over the past 3 minutes.
5 - Rain sensor indicator - is the global rain sensor indicator. It will show you if there is rain at the weather
station. (Please note this may show different from the pocket rain sensors due to varying overhang distances
at the pockets). Green= No rain, Red= It’s raining. Please note that all rain sensors have 4 different
sensitivity settings that can be changed inside the sensor, the default setting will turn the sensor on at
approximately .1” of rain per hour.

B

D

“Pocket Set” Screen
The Pocket Screen displays the status of
each motor in the pocket selected from the
Data Screen. It occupies the right portion of
the screen and allows you to permanently
set some of the features of each individual
TC-3 pocket controller, right from the MC-8
touch screen. Note that you must select the
pocket that you would like to change from
the Data tab prior to tapping the Pocket Set
tab. (labeled “B” in Fig.4 on previous page)
(Refer to Fig.5)

A - Pocket Set Tab - Press this tab after

Pocket Set Screen (right portion)

A

C

E

F

Fig.5

first selecting a pocket in the Data Screen.
Note-this screen will only reﬂect information about the pocket you select prior to pressing the Pocket Set Tab.
B - Change Settings Button - To make changes to a TC-3 from the MC-8, tap the “Change Settings” button.
The slider pads will turn Green, allowing you to move them; thus changing the settings at the pocket. You
can also change the setting by tapping the “Change Settings” button and then tapping the number in the box
adjacent to a slider and using the on-screen number pad that appears.
C - Motor Open Temperature Indicators - Indicate the “trigger” temperature that will cause the curtain to
open while in auto mode. Trigger temperature is adjustable from 0ºF to 80ºF.
D - Cycle Wait Time Indicator - The TC-3 will check temperatures at the pocket and react if necessary. It
will then wait a period of time before checking again. This is the Cycle Wait Time. You can set this wait time
by moving the slider left or right. Cycle Wait Time is adjustable from 60 seconds to 600 seconds.
E - Rain Setup Tab - Press this tab to take you to the Rain Sensing setup page.
F - Bed Saver Tab - Press this tab to take you to the Bedding Saver setup page.
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“Settings” Screen
The Settings Screen is the global settings
menu with features that affect all pockets
and motors controlled by the MC-8 and
occupies the right portion of the screen.
Information on this screen reﬂects status
and settings barn-wide.

H

D

G

F

E

(Refer to Fig.6)

A - Settings Tab - Press this tab from

any other screen when you want to reset /
rescan for pockets, shut the system down
or change settings that affect all pockets
controlled by the MC-8. You will also use
the Settings Tab on initial setup.

B - Pocket Count Indicator - Indicates the

Settings Screen (right portion)

number of TC-3 pockets the MC-8 is
monitoring.

B

C

A

Fig.6

C - Communication Log - Allows an instant look at the wireless communications.
D - Auto Return Feature - When this setting is turned on, the MC-8 will relinquish control of all pockets it is
controlling or monitoring, back to their respective TC-3 Temperature Controller. The curtains then return to
the auto settings on each TC-3. The time setting ranges from 1-99 minutes.

E - Pocket Scan / Reset - Pressing the Pocket Scan / Reset button will release wireless communications

settings for each pocket and re-scan the frequencies to re-identify each pocket. Once identified as a pocket
within that specific barn, the system will reconnect them to the MC-8. Use this feature when you add a pocket or are having difficulty making a wireless connection.

F - Barn Identiﬁcation - This is the internal barn ID for the MC-8. The MC-8 will only connect to TC-3s with
matching IDs. (ranges from 1-99) MC-8 will not interact with any TC-3 that has a non matching Barn ID.

G - Event Log - When enabled, the Event Log stores recent events on the hard drive for later review.
H - Shutdown Program - This is your off switch. It allows the MC-8 to shut down safely without losing your
settings or corrupting the hard drive. It is used the same way you power down a laptop or home computer.
DO NOT UNPLUG THE MC-8 WITHOUT PRESSING THE “SHUTDOWN PROGRAM” BUTTON FIRST!
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INSTALLATION
Identify the best location in your barn to mount your SENECA MC-8. You should consider the following:
• The MC-8 should be Centrally Located. This is especially true in larger barns. The MC-8 communicates
wirelessly to your TC-3 Temperature Controllers and needs to be within range of all pockets and with the
best signal possible.
• The MC-8 should be Installed where it is Easily Accessed. The best part of the MC-8 is that you can control ALL of your barn’s curtains from one location, without the need to disrupt your cows while checking
each pocket location individually, or climb on stalls to reach the TC-3’s. Mount it where you can get to it;
preferably near an entry door.
• The MC-8 should be Installed out of reach of curious cows. Need we say more on this topic?
• Finally, the MC-8 needs to be located Near a 120V AC Power Outlet. The SENECA MC-8 communicates
with your TC-3’s wirelessly, however it will require 110V AC power.
Mount your MC-8 to a wall, post or other solid structure.
Plug the power cord into a 120V AC power receptacle and wait for the MC-8 to complete its boot sequence.

FINDING YOUR POCKETS
Once the boot sequence is complete and
the interface appears, click the “Settings”
Tab (1) in the lower right corner of the
screen. (see Fig.7)
Set the slider to the number of pockets
you have in your barn (2) and enter the
Barn ID number by touching the Barn ID
button. (3)
Touch the “Pocket Scan / Reset” button
(4) and then touch the “Data” Tab (5) at
the bottom of the screen and wait for the
MC-8 to find your TC-3’s.
Note: The MC-8 will automatically locate
all of the properly programmed TC-3’s in
your barn. Pressing the “Data” tab will take
you back to Data screen and your pocket
buttons will begin to appear. (see Fig.4)
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REMOTE OPERATION
Remote Operation allows you to change
settings right at the MC-8 that will affect
how the TC-3 functions at the pocket:

Temperature and Wait Time
(Refer to Fig.8)

•

Ensure you are on the Data screen by
tapping or pressing the Data Tab. (1)

•

Tap the pocket you want to change. (2)
(note that there are only two pocket selections
because we only have two pockets on the barn.
You may have up to 9 pockets listed on your
screen)

•

Data Screen

Tap the Pocket Set tab. (3)

1

3

2

4

5

Fig.8

(Refer to Fig.9)

•

Tap the Change Settings button. (4)
Sliders will turn Green. Adjust any and
all settings you desire by sliding the
green pads or by tapping the number
in the adjacent box and using the onscreen number keypad.

•

Tap the Save Settings button (5) to keep
your changes, or

•

Tap CANCEL (6) to return the settings to
the way they were before.
Pocket Set Screen
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MANUAL OPERATION

Manual Operation A

Manual Operation allows you to control the
curtain motors remotely from the MC-8.
(Refer to Fig.10)

•

•

Select the pocket you wish to control
from the Data screen by tapping or
pressing the pocket button. (1)
Tap the motor tab of the motor you want
to change. (2) (notice that the pocket button
changes color and now reads “IC7 Manual”)

•

Tap the “Set Position” button. (3)
Notice the slider will turn Green and the
“Set Position” button turns Yellow and
now reads, “SEND Position”.

2

3

1

Fig.10

7

Fig.11

(Refer to Fig.11)

•

Move the slider (4) to the desired curtain
location.

•

Tap the “SEND Position” button (5) to
keep your changes, or
Tap the Green “SET M1 TO TC3

•

Manual Operation B

CONTROL” (6) to return control back to
the TC-3.
IMPORTANT - When changing motor
positions manually, the MC-8 will PAUSE
all other activity. (7) You MUST tap either
the “SEND Position” or “SET TO TC3
CONTROL” to complete the cycle or the
system will REMAIN PAUSED!

4 5 6

WARNING: Manually changing curtain positions from the MC-8 will disable and override the automatic
settings at the TC-3. Always ensure you have the “Return to Auto” switched ON in the settings screen.
(see Fig.7)
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USING THE ON-SCREEN KEYPAD
Whenever you tap on a box that contains
editable data, the On-Screen Keypad will
pop up. To use the keypad:
(Refer to Fig.12)

•

Press or tap the Clear button to remove
the old setting. (1) Enter the number you
would like to use as your setting.

•

Tap the SAVE button (2) to keep your
changes, or

•

Tap CANCEL (3) to return the settings to
the way they were before. This will also
adjust the adjacent slider accordingly.
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GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS MONITORING
To this point in the manual, we have explained how your new SENECA MC-8 can remotely monitor all of your
curtains in a single barn, as well as take control of individual curtains by overriding the TC-3 at a pocket and
manually adjusting the curtain based on settings at the MC-8.
However, the MC-8 is also a fully automated, Total Barn Curtain System Manager! With its own
environmental inputs, the MC-8 will gather WIND and RAIN data at a Global level and calculate the best
position for EACH INDIVIDUAL CURTAIN, then send commands to adjust them accordingly. The MC-8’s
weather station is placed at the barn’s peak to allow the Anemometer to measures wind direction and speed,
while it’s rain sensor detects the presence of rain at the barn without any obstruction.
The SENECA MC-8 allows the user to adjust certain wind speed and direction settings in conjunction with a
global rain sensor to determine when to open and close individually affected curtains for True Zone Control.

LIVE GLOBAL READINGS

Global Readings

You can monitor what is happening at the
Global Weather Station by touching the
DATA tab on the lower right-hand side of
the screen. The Global Readings will be
seen at the top of the right side of the
screen. (see Fig.13)
For a description of each one, see Fig.4 on
Page 5.

Global Readings
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MC-8 RAIN SETUP SCREEN
PLEASE NOTE THAT FOR RAIN SETTINGS TO AFFECT CURTAINS, THE TOGGLES AT THE TC-3s
MUST BE IN “AUTO” AND THERE MUST BE NO MANUAL OVERRIDES ACTIVE FROM THE MC-8.
Customize Global Rain settings by making adjustments on the Rain Setup screen, which can be activated by
touching the Rain Setup Tab located on the lower right side of any screen. (Refer to Fig.14)

A
B
C
D
Rain Settings Screen (right portion)

Fig.14

(Refer to Fig.14)

A - Pocket Selection Indicator - This tells you which pocket you are adjusting the rain settings on, you

may change the pocket at the data screen.
B - Rain-Close ON/OFF Toggle and Wind Speed Settings - The M1-M3 (Motor1-Motor3) rain settings
allow you to close individual curtains/motors at the selected pocket (A) based on the presence of rain and
wind affecting that curtain.
•

When the ON/OFF toggle is set to “OFF”, the presence of rain will have no affect on that specific curtain.

•

When the ON/OFF toggle is set to “ON”, the curtain associated with that motor will close WHEN; the
presence of rain is detected AND the wind direction is blowing rain directly against the face of the curtain
at or in excess of the speed selected in the box adjacent to the toggle. (Note: wind speed is in MPH)
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To move the toggle on or off, slide it to the left or right.
To adjust the wind speed, tap the box to bring up the number pad and follow the instructions on page 11,
under “Using the On-Screen Keypad”.
Typically, the slower speeds are used for the bottom motors. Higher speeds are typically used for the top
motors, when the rain will begin to come in over the top of the bottom curtains.
Please also note that every barn is different. Prevailing winds, placement, temperatures, and climate
conditions vary so some unique tuning may be required to get the curtains to react properly.

C - M3 Rain Close Limit - This is a feature for Top Drop curtains only. Should you choose to have your top

drop curtain close with rain (using the M3 toggle and wind setting) you may also limit how far it closes using
this setting. When the toggle is set to ON the top drop motor will leave the specified amount of space open
between the curtain and the header (in inches).

D - Max Rain Temp - This will keep any curtains from closing under standard rain settings if the inside

temperature of the barn is at or above the specified temperature setting (in Fahrenheit). The Max Rain Temp
feature is a GLOBAL setting that will affect all pockets. (Meaning that you only need to set this to ON under
one pocket and ALL pockets will be affected and mirror the setting.)
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MC-8 BEDDING SAVER SETUP SCREEN
PLEASE NOTE THAT FOR BEDDING SAVER SETTINGS TO AFFECT CURTAINS, THE TOGGLES AT THE
TC-3s MUST BE IN “AUTO” AND THERE MUST BE NO MANUAL OVERRIDES ACTIVE FROM THE MC-8.
Customize Bedding Saver settings by making adjustments on the Bedding Saver Setup screen, which can
be activated by touching the Bed Saver Tab located on the lower right side of any screen. (Refer to Fig.15)

A - Bedding Save Close Wind Speeds -

When the toggle is turned on, the bottom
curtains of the prevailing wind side will close
at the specified speed (in MPH). This is
known as a “wind event”.

A

B

C

If the wind is coming in on the barn wall at a
45º angle then the wind will need to be 30%
stronger to activate a wind event. If the wind
is at 90º it will close at an additional 70%
wind speed. For example: Say you have a
global bedding close speed of 10 MPH.
If your barn wall is facing West and the wind
direction is coming straight from the west at
10 MPH, then all curtains facing west will
Bedding Saver Settings Screen (right portion)
Fig.15
close. However, if the wind is detected
coming in from the Northwest or Southwest,
then the curtain will close when the speed reaches 13MPH (10+30%=13). By the same factor if the wind is
coming straight north or south then all the E and W walls will close at 17 MPH (70% increase) and so on.

B - Max Bedding Save Temp - This will keep any curtains from closing under standard bedding saver

settings if the inside temperature of the barn is at or above the specified temperature setting (in Fahrenheit).
The Max Bedding Save Temp feature is a GLOBAL setting that will affect all pockets.

C - Wind/Rain Wait Time - This setting is the amount of time a wind event will remain active. If the wind

event parameters are met again within this window then the wind event will be extended and the timer will be
reset. The Wind/Rain Wait Time feature is a GLOBAL setting that will affect all pockets.
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UNDERSTANDING THE MC-8’s PRIORITIES
Your new MC-8 will be monitoring and controlling up to 9 TC-3 Temperature Controllers. Since the TC-3’s
are also sophisticated instruments that “think” and perform automated functions on their own, there are some
safeguards and general “rules of priority” that the MC-8 employs to ensure safe and harmonious operation of
your barn’s ventilation system.

Here are a few things to remember:
1. If the TC-3 is placed in “MANUAL” using its front
panel switches, the MC-8 will have no effect on the
curtains at that pocket. (see Fig.16)
2. The TC-3 will also protect the pocket curtains
by not allowing moves of the curtains that would
cause motor collision or limits to be exceeded.
3. If the MC-8 has been used to set the position of
the curtain manually, the TC-3 will not change that
TC-3 Manual / Auto Switches
position. It considers the curtain setting to be
Fig.16
permanent unless the MC-8 places the curtain
back into AUTOMATIC mode. It must be understood that operating the curtain manually at the MC-8 will
render the same results as placing a TC-3 in manual mode, and curtain automation for temperature or rain
will cease.
4. When a condition is met at the MC-8 to close curtains a signal is sent to the appropriate pocket IF THAT
POCKET IS SET to AUTO by the front switch panel of the TC-3. When the “close” condition no longer exists
as calculated by the MC-8, the pocket is place back into AUTO mode and the TC-3 will take over and open
and close the curtain based on its settings. For example: if the MC-8 detects a rain and wind condition that
should close a curtain, then that curtain receives a signal to close. When the rain or wind condition goes
away then the pocket is placed back into AUTO mode and the curtain will begin to open under TC-3 pocket
control.
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TROUBLESHOOTING
PROBLEM - I have booted up my MC-8 but only see one pocket.
SOLUTION - Refer to “Finding Your Pockets” on Page #8. You will need to first set the number of pockets
you have and the Barn ID for the barn you wish to control.
PROBLEM - I have done the Pocket Scan but still don’t see all my pockets or Connection Status is
“Not Connected”.
SOLUTION - Check to ensure that your TC-3’s are plugged in and operating in AUTO mode. If they are,
check to ensure the Barn ID setting in the TC-3 matches that on the MC-8. (refer to you TC-3 Manual)
PROBLEM - I have tried everything and still can’t connect to all the pockets.
SOLUTION - If you have done all of the above but still can’t connect to all of the pockets, try to determine
which pocket(s) is (are) missing. If the missing pockets are at the furthest point away from the MC-8, they
may simply be out of range. Move the MC-8 to a more central location in the barn and try again.
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